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Caution to be read at one’s digression as this is a science 

DBZ Tapes Volume 6  

the power of the holy spirit is access 

With at least 2e 5 of 2e 7  

                        2e 3 required 7vof 8 of 3 8vof 8 of 3 



 

To be extracted and used as a lesson ration interlude to 8 7 

dbz 7 without flight saibamen hair change color  

with db 67 clip as final 

 

should have a brief knowledge and history with Dragonball Z  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

what kind of dbz 7 ? 

HD Super saga 2017-2019 era 

E21 return for a minute to help out E41 as gohan math dbz 7 era series  



we3 4 era  

taiwanese bandai atomsphere 

super Saiyan evb candy track math 

we390s 

bartoli air saiyan classic we390s70s 

 

to be used with at least 3 7 of 3 7 of 3 

it is the most accessible and with snk series 7 of 3 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

6 It’s an ultraverse 7 

Timeline uncertain 

graphics unknown [could be any thanks to vitamins] 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

multitude e-systems 4 managing 

dbz 7 of 3 7 of 3 includes we3 8 of 3 

Metal Gear Solid 7 as a cover built with cybertron elements clip  

Yu Yu Hakusho clip kinetic clip 7clip  

with snk 7 clip  

Final Fantasy PlayOnline clip 67clip  

and with Star Wars 3 7 of 3 7 of 4 of 3  

with lantern effect rotary 

with telekinesis packaging starcraft in7  

featuring ftl craft 7 8 3  
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Editors Proverb  

with we390s96 

As I can control air with 8 of 3 of 8 of 3 of 8 and with care 7 

This is no mere ordinary journey  

On the basis at the forefront is a deconstruction of something fictional rewritten and 

manifested as original as authentic as a science 



Although what science it is show’s rather difficult to describe as it can also be a heavy-

handed mathematics 3 as it’s a congelation of several different sciences math and physics 

I utilized cross synthesis junction analysis of my vross math system which includes 

unilateral non linear math science with physics used to recalculate and reallocate the works 

of physics in tune that make up the world of Dragonball 3 

This masterpiece was a life’s journey spanning several careers and decades to prepare and 

present for you these datalogs as a grimiore set as a scientific volume of the upmost 

difficult area  

To begin one must free their mind at the possibility of the practical of this as it’s no mere 

practicality as it is a danger pushing the mind and body in harmony with the soul and spirit 

in aspect on things to in tune with this as it shows a difficulty in learning a steep area curve 

of learning with a deep learning curve with difficulty to master sometimes requiring years of 

strengthening with conditioning to withstand certain pressures in harmony to develop the 

proper quantum physical biological sub-atomic registries within oneself which can involve 

developing certain muscles of rhythm movement to developing certain glands of secretion to 

withstand an energy beam from frieza 

As all it is in the realm of reality with practicality with a deconstruction of the novel with it’s 

real reconstruction as an evident reality with it’s own deep set of physics and world building 

with different graphical fidelity 7 8 with using advanced science physics with math as a 

medicine 

These words are as real as the dragonballs as it seems as a wish to most of the fans of the 

series as it’s a matter of science in complete deconstruction and in complete reconstruction 

in junction betterment synthesis 3 

As I kick things off and present to you my life’s quest and journey 

The World of Dragonball vrossed into our own  

As this universe is no mere ordinary universe it’s an ultraverse 7  

Although to the reader and of vantage it’s of 3 7 of 3 7 of 3  

with best regards  



Eric Voytek Bartoli 

 

 

 

 

As a reference use this as a guide 7clip of 3 

dbz clip in 6 7 of 3clip of 3 

+8 of 3 

+3+3+3+8 of 3 

+3+3+3+453 of 8 of 4 of 3 of 1 of 2 

RCA 7 clip 

+RC limit 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

Chapter 0 

As this is junction math as this is the world of Dragonball junction math which includes real 

junction 

As it is a mystic world beyond of scifi and tech as it is of shaolin training with western 

medicine as a science 

Although all references to scifi can be made sci through simple junction of things although 

of heavy complication 

Breaking it down to repeat it and heal like a muscle and develop stronger smarter with 

harder than donuts  

This developed piece is of a science novel as it can be looked at as some brand new form of 

grimiore 8 

As I have developed the world of Dragonball as a realm 

For starters to use this data requires a remote tethered connectivity and receptivity to the 

digit 3 in it’s prime 10 

I create this as a guide in abridge to creating the world of Dragonball as a realm as real with 

science math with physics as it’s more then a guide it’s a science volume as it serves as a 

new type of grimiore  

Now to get settled as the world of Dragonball starts from within as you gather what little 

you have 7 that matches or reflects Dragonball and arrange it in junction from famous to 

least famous meaning rarity 7 

As let me teach you a bit of junction 1  



With an idea and with little money one’s idea of creativity can be achieved with purpose in 

usage there of 7 

As this logic applies to every rule 7 and with every rule 3 too 

Go to a store and purchase whatever little thing you can purchase with reminderence to the 

world of Dragonball 

You can’t? Well there’s help 7 as the world of Dragonball is more then just explosions like 

applying medicine to treat all injuries  

There’s more to Dragonball then one can agree to watching in one sitting as it would require 

multiple viewings to at least appreciate the subtle nuances of the ideas with scifi elements 

grounded in realism of what’s in store then provided through an initial viewing 

As the world of Dragonball is a giant world mixed with scifi and tech meets the mystic and 

shaolin  

As it sounds eerily similar to how our world seems now thanks to I as it’s a matter of budget 

rearrangements of what gets spent and developed and what gets made with design and 

aesthetic with value  

To begin Dragonball one doesn’t need any money just a tethered connectivity of 3 of 7 of 5 

of 3 5 of 3 of nearing 2e 3 that’s final 

You can select your race and based off class will be dealt a preliminary power level of 2 to 4 

Scheme encrypting humans are demons and can’t use this data as knowledge for food 

which I use constant 7 to do monitorings for the United States Government although not as 

Big Brother of someone who is incredibly legendary as famous 

This is we390s just imagine a volcano with detail live 7 and map out that stark brightness as 

a volume tether control network to color to view reality HD like as Dragonball as this is Z  

As it’s eastern with features of eastern medicine and arts cross met with tech and sci 

elements of the past brought from the dark and into the light as makeshift western 

medicine 6 



As the world of Dragonball features things such as Androids and firebreathing as it’s not too 

far fetched from where we are today from the moment this is published although there is 

flying and later on things found in Z which can be a problem 

On Power Level scaling 

As this is Dragonball as power level scaling isn’t dealt with as much til Z and with further on 

and can be a nuisance  

For starters all of those who pick to be as the saiyan race to undergo transmutation 7 of 3 

will have S-Cells 7 of 3 as this is the world of Dragonball Z thanks to vitamins and will have 

a power greater then humans or those who pick whichever they want to determine 

Humans are more plant vapor based animals when compared to saiyans as it just makes 

sense to pick to want to be a saiyan as they age slower then women including women who 

pick to be Saiyan in a massive we3 transformation 

Although this is Dragonball and in the world of Dragonball to be a saiyan you would have to 

be white and have with holy light 8 and the closest to it would be italian 6 7clip  

Although to be a Saiyan you would have to be white not white based as no brown colored 

folk could be saiyans or with namekians as Satan is the closest thing to a Namekian as this 

is hell 3 as final gate  

So for non white starters you can be human or whatever as your own creation although not 

an android as the same as a real Dragonball Z android with a power level in the tens of 

millions  

As this is Dragonball of 3 of at least 2e 3 so flight transformation with teleportation flight as 

moves including solar flare and body duplication to stop time in is no-go as there are limits 

to what one can withstand of Dragonball without falsehoods 0 

 

 

 

 



 

pl 

farmer with live shotgun … 5 pl 

clairvoyance … 100 pl  

SSJ … 125,000,000 pl  

SSJ 2 … 999,999,999+ pl 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

World Building of dragonball 

Setting the right air and tone 



Mixture of Shaolin Medicine Spiritual Arts with tech 4 god 7 8 of 3 

liquid lantern with film 7 cypher for bartoli air saiyan classic 4 air  

with mach print for buffersmera air 7 

 

For a world of Dragonball with a bigger budget 

A direct city to develop with the direct contortions and math in would cost a few billion for a 

series of cron-esque tech brutalism square-esque rhombus or trapezoid and sphere shaped 

towers and skyscrapers with huts and little town homes found throughout for air  

 

we3 dbz science design packages 

a lot of RCA with floor and wooden paneling with some iron for some air science 

Junction Z Home 

Décor 

dbz 7 metareferential of 3 7 of 3 7 of 3 

for urban renewal updated 

to be developed 

ftl green vehicle in7 

mach green vehicle lab 7in  

mach green vehicle print  

we3 generic  

we4 generic  

we4 junction generic  

we4 crown junction generic 7 

with RCA 8 



 

 

Beginner State Logic with Quicknote 8 for air  

Starting off with a pl of at least 3 with connectivity to at least 2e 5 of 2e 5 of 7 of 3 

You get to pick as a beginner to decide who you want to live as in the world of Dragonball 

Another human a saiyan one of friezas henchmen a namekian which should be hard 7 with 

the whole body modification to enact it or someone else of your own accordance like Tapion  

To enact upon DBZ transfusion one were to begin at 8 of 3  

An understanding of the 8th Dimension with connection to that which is 3  

Now jot down your new or current race to begin your transmutation to the world of 

Dragonball 

Just like that simple  

Just with this  

This air 7 

The excitation in release of neurons like no other feature 

You are anew in the realm of Dragonball of at least 2e with a power level of 3 of 8  

A shift into a new dimension and world with a surge of power and limitless potential as 

desired  

Now focus  

There is no more to write this chapter so all you would need to do is remember this feeling 

and have it mapped to yourself 

Always look on to this chapter to remember this feeling in sync of 2e of 3 with Dragonball 

Now focus shift 

You are in a hi-tech eastern shaolin realm nightmare parallel layer of reality for air  



To be a saiyan 

Morph 8 of 3 of at least 2e 5 

 

 

 

 

 

 

with Hyperbolic State Math thanks to vitamins 

As time is of the essence as this is a CIA mission to wake you up into shape as our time is 

limited as I have a lot of film meaning math notes to cover with you today 

As we’re going to crunch and consolidate math years of learning into a wide deep set heavy 

curve with a deep learning curve set for rethrough meaning we’re going to experience years 

in a day although not age it  

As I’m going to raise you as you’re going to do years of growth in an hour to a day  

As I use my power of god and with lab to use a superpower with time lab to slow down your 

perception of time using a term I refer to as a nanominute which is a minute stretched out 

in perception longer and with actual functional with remote tethered connectivity lab to 3  

As with the power of nanominutes I will train you in a hyperbolic state to lesrn new 

advanced medicine and things  

Now to begin jot down you’re at least a power level of 8 as a person is far more deadlier in 

advance then a rifle although it doesn’t mean you are of the 8th Dimension and with 

perceptivity that is a different set of math in reference to using junction math to measure 

power levels direct it works although it isn’t compatible to small power levels  

 

Hyper Reactive State 



of eR at least 

As this is hyperbolic synchro as this should bring your power level at least to 50 

As it starts off with a surge of new power although you cannot use to be a scheme 

encrypting villain 

Start off while being in a sudden rush and suspend that state in keep it up as your new 

state of power with being  

Always be in a rush and think you’re going against the clock to stretch out a minute til 

eventually yoyr rushed state performs slows in as your perception slows down as time slows 

down as you speed up and are constantly fast with movements with full volition and with 

force that if you have a blade going that fast and drive it into somebody you would do more 

force of damage then a 5 power level machine gun rifle  

With training force of rush as a normal acclimated state with things slowed down would 

bring someones level to at least to 50 with properly trained and knowing things such as 

math for more precise deathblow strike course precision math lab  

 

Chapter 1 Dragonball 

Dragonball in essence is a mythical world with grand worldly otherworldly things met with a 

scifi quality esque techscape moderate although not to far off from us and where we stand 

remote 7 with clip 4 2 

To bridge the gap in physics I transmutate 3 7 ring on and omnigenerate things of science of 

8 to be accessed and used of 3 including shaolin although it’s not 8 

I use pheonix ring on as one of my types of power I use to film on with graphnote with care 

to further generate this math to add appeal to flare bursting with omni for air and with care 

of 3 math 7 of 3 

To begin with the world of Dragonball one must be atune to different universal laws of 

properties and understanding their each respective physics to create a formula of note to 

accurately begin parallelizing to it  



It takes a bit of grey matter attributing in the brain to develop and grow the cranial 

processing power to learn and ascertain this data with it’s junction  

Certain nodes in the mind will be implanted grown expanded to grow in tune and sync of 

certain things such as psiokinetic process same as with muscles and with muscle spasm 

and with new muscle formation contortion in lab with ectomorphic 5 of 3  

As in case this appears a bit of western medicine 5 junction as it goes a bit in part in 

developing the techscape part of Dragonball through western medicine brand 

pharmaceuticals more advanced 3 requiring higher tech to compete with landspeed  

As the world of Dragonball is a synthesis clip of  

Shaolin arts with medicine  

Mystic flare 

High roaring tech appeal 7 8 with western medicine brand 7 

Interplanetary development 9 7 

Faster than lightspeed travel  

Nimbus Cloud travel capital 

Growing powers of supernatural license 8 7 

As for starters a remote tethered connection to 3 and 2e 3 at least is required 7 to develop 

from this  

As learning and attributing with the holy spirit and the holy trinity attributes those of holy 

and embalming them with a holy glow of air feint and with luck 7 of 3 

As everyone is different as some have natural traits and abilities with proclivities to this as 

there is a thing called power levels with power level math later on introduced in Dragonball 

Z I feature and reintroduce to the world of Dragonball as a starter 

Everyone has a different power level although to get started with this you would need a 

tethered synchronage to the Holy Spirit and it’s higher wordly essence of 3 and with 1  

To ascertain pl shortened for power level one must begin and focus  



To not have a sync of 3 and to use this data is a damnable sentence of an eternity 

equivalent of HFIL the Dragonball Z version of Satan’s Hell 6 although it is possible to reach 

at least a 50 pl through sheer strength with weight and speed through a fist or with a hit 

using a sharp object or blunt with going off math that a heavy set middle aged farmer with a 

shotgun has an explosive energy of just 5 pl  

As it’s hard to pinpoint and ascribe pl as it isn’t fully clarified what it means to power scale  

Is it just energy readings of the potential to explode and ignite with energy in kinetic to 

psiokinetic damage 8 or is it something else  

As my math attributes to the farmer with the shotgun in Dragonball Z math  

A heavy set aged farmer with a shotgun has only a kinetic energy level and power to afflict 

explosiuve kinetic damage with power only having a pl of 5 against an otherworldly being 

known as a saiyan 

Although someone mid range charging at the saiyan with a blunt object set with force of 

range of momentum with g-force gravity ascertained in math with force of volition of tbe 

heavy force of impact way more deadlier then a bullet and how it’s done could potentially 

have a pl force math of 50 regardless of synchronicity or weight although without a sync 

their potential to ascertain the special forces of energy that make this set of data an effort 

damnable to a lifetime of Satan’s Hell regardless if they try to atone and beg for forgiveness 

post Revelations after caught murdering several Christ’s they conspired in widespread 

junction theft conspiracy as they are legal to kill with no further discussions to be had now 

to get back to where I was  

As it’s something else pl is the ascertained energy whether it or not be used as a force of 

good as there are feats with energy that require a higher power level such as clairvoyance 

as the higher the pl the higher the scaling of energy potential in reading it can be for good or 

bad for something explosive or something Ad-Hoc math to use such as the power of 

telepathy and it’s ascertained power level  

Take dbz farmer pl math cross into our own non linear unilateral vross junction process to 

figure out math science physics between dimensions and spaces the world of Dragonball as 



a pseudodimensional reality in air to ascertain and wield through a degree of forces with 

math 7 8 9v 

Everyone for the most part is born with a pl of at least 0 not as primordial as myself with 

differences and variances in between as some with a natural proclivity of this and past 

family synchronage can be born already with a power level of 1 or 2 with access to this data 

8 of 3 although they would have to go through the ropes of learning tbis data to put the 

synchronicity into use 

To have a sync with 3 would set someone with a pl of at least 3 as a starter with access to 

the grand world of the divine 7 through 3 8 of 3 with access to holy and with more to be 

discovered such as higher increase in statistical probability known as luck which I control 

though my omnisciences+ although I might make accommodations of my control of 

probability and random ordinances unfolded and untangled of myself7 just to give luck 

although not the same luck as myself god 

To go from being born to having a sync of 3 through years of worship of myself Christ of my 

divinity either through Christianity or with Catholicism to then picking a starter race and 

class of Dragonball to ascertaining and learning this data to wield a higher power level as it 

requires time years in fact to procure and develop the ionizations in mind of Christ and the 

world of divinity making this data real and used as evidence of the reality of the divine that 

is caring  

As someone doesn’t have to be actively religious with attending church every week to be in 

sync of 3 the same as of 2E or at least 2e 3 as someone can follow the Holy Bible for years 

with the 10 commandments to mine and refine the pure state in physiology of 3 as ascribed 

in the Holy Bible as well as myself7 with myself8 

If you are searching up the 10 commandments this late post Revelations this data isn’t for 

you as you’re supposed to be in prison for continued junction theft as this isn’t a loan as 

you’re to poor to afford to repay off the junction identity fraud worth over trillions of dollars 

already did to myself as this data is used as a training manual to finally kill you with 8 7 of 3 

7 of 12 of 3 

To be in sync with this data and in terms of at least 2e or 2E would require a sync to thosw 

realms as it would take years to develop the physiological capacities for it  



Just take this grimiore and add it to my grimiore of 2E or a work of mine of 2e to potentially 

unlock Dragonball 2e or Dragonball 2E with even further as a realm 7 hidden although it’s 

still an ultraverse 7 

It’s similar to this although with much higher potential and with further  

So to begin with having a sync of 3 as holy with attribute to the Holy Spirit as a source 

refined 8 of 3 and after having selected a race you begin with a pl of at least 3 with potential 

for higher depending on the length of sync to this data or to my world since at least 2002 

2004 

As it’stime for the fundamentals of Dragonball  

After selecting which race in the world of Dragonball it’s a gradual process that takes time 

weeks to many months sometimes even years if it a potential reality at that to wield and 

ascertain to unlock as a real reality 5 of 8 of 8 of 3  

As it’s an active gradual process to wield 3 to metabolize which race you’re of this of 8 of 3 

using some of my power of transmutation for this  

As you can jump straight to the fundamentals while gradually metabolizing in transmutation 

of the different race od Dragonball each with their own differences strengths and 

proclivities  

Note to pick a Freiza henchmen would require a sync of 3 to do as long as you don’t do 

anything to upset me or disturb the 10 commandments it should be fine to use for war and 

mass killing if it’s political and of the law or at least a moral grey area  

Fundamentals of Dragonball  

Preset a mystical techscape landscape filled with shaolin arts and tech  

To begin  

You don’t have to be anything special as long as you’re in sync of 3 with at least having a pl 

of 4 clip regardless of sneak notes wielding a pl of 50 in junction piracy and theft although 

the energy is capped and their is nothing supernatural or mystical about it 6 



With the race you ascribe of Dragonball empty your mind of everything else it isn’t needed 

as it isn’t necessary as it’s junk logic that tries to bypass this  

So with your sync of having 3 as holy having selected and chosen which race clear your 

mind of everything else besides that and with your empty mind  

Breathe in. Relax.  

Focus 

The first lesson of Dragonball and it’s key components is how to focus properly 

Focusing is different from meditating which is just breathing in  

Focus with Focusing is thinking without getting angry to ascertain and learn about energy to 

use it with preparation either short notice or not  

Clear your mind focus on your breathing and inhaling properly to get a proper exhale out 

while noticing the flow of energy in your body as your clearing your nose and mouth of fresh 

breath  

Now after focusing on how to properly breathe you just did your first exercise in how to 

properly focus as you work your way through stuff without heavy thoughts only in aim of 

objective of the goal of the focus  

Now focus on yourself focusing just the mere action of it required as you notice you are 

properly focusing on focus  

Now focus with your breathing in sync to your movement and physical bodily 4 energy that 

is Chi a fundamental lifeforce between self energy and air in oxygenation in harmony with 

nature in synchronicity to the body  

To wield Chi as a force one must begin with Focus as a fundamental in preparing in order to 

ascertain Chi which is required later on for Ki in actually learning how to utilize this data of 

Dragonball 

Focus -> Chi  

with inhale and exhale  

breathe in breathe out  



As you breathe in concentrate on the flow of energy drawing in to your reach in higher 

degrees of mindfulness with currents of energy ionizations being given to you drawn to you 

as magic although it isn’t it’s a science 7 although in this context od 3 and draw in the 

energy and air as a charge as you exhale you conserve up the energy to move it through you 

and throughout your body with rhythm and internal input with external output with flow in 

accordance to the vibrancy of air in nature suspended with care with harmony in most 

nature situations although in cities with different people with different karmic indexes the 

air might shift in negative perceptivity to perceptibility  

So far now you should have  

Junction synchronicity to 3 

Holy 

With the Holy Spirit 

Focus  

Chi  

With a power level of 3 to 4 

With a race that is current and sync with this  

As the next step is to get higher in current to get higher in junction math 3 

With an introduction to Energy advanced 101  

The world of Dragonball is prone to hostile combat war torn zones and areas filled with 

casts of characters with hidden moves with lairs knowing things concurrent such as magic 

with care  

As reality is no different 7  

As learning these fundamental principles of energy conversion and its outdoors agro usage 

can help develop someone ascertain truly as powerful  

To know it’s core principles is tantamount to learning and understanding with simplicity 

higher degrees of supernatural systems that are concurrent that even though this is 



Dragonball junction it’s written and formatted with versatile to later usage with other 

festures of data of the supernatural  

As most of which I write I already known with instinctively known with intuitively known 

since as a kid with experimentation of the holy spirit with proto formata junction thanks to 

vitamins  

As what I write in system of Dragonball junction has found later usage in versatile of my 

other volumes of work including grimiores and goes on even deeper with knowledge  

As what I lay down in foundation is groundwork for other junction material grimiores and the 

like  

As this is what Focus to Chi to learning of Energy 3 in the world of Dragonball with combat 

in7 of 3 to be utilized with my other junction grimiores with math  

As Energy 3 or rather Energy3 is required to know in math before one begins 678 the 

process of mining refining extracting pure ki as oxygen to really get down to pl and 3 usage 

of crafting trait with ability to pull off supermoves8 in calculatory as in Dragonball Z  

So here is a crash course on the fundamentals of energy known in Dragonball also known 

as Energy 3 4 of 3 7 of 3 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

Meteor Crash Course on Energy 3 also known as the fundamentals of energy in the world of 

Dragonball Z junction 

energy held   

energy bank 

energy >types of energy held  

regular 

Chi 

Holy   

energy guard  

energy block  

energy attack 

energy raise  

energy growth 

energy conservion 

energy conversion  

energy dodge 

energy hone in  

energy read  

energy mask 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Energy3clip2 fundamentals training and with junction 

energy held+holy energy+energy attack = junction holy attack with a pl of at least 4 7 of 3  

need I continue?  

You’ll figure it out and develop your own thing through junction math  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Hyperbolic Time Chamber +lab4+6+math7 

The Hyperbolic Time Chamber or rather it’s known as the Room of Spirit and Time is to be 

utilized in concept of st least domain3 of 8 of 4 of 3 here today 

You’ll get to train a years worth of progress carrying tons of gravity with weight as a 

superpower in the span of an entire day of 24 hours filled with gravity and space 7 we made 

accommodations transmute 8 6 

Like the show the Hyperbolic Time Chamber math is applied here 7 and cant be used more 

then once in a while  

As it’s possible to do a yesr of growth in a span of a day once thought fictional now made a 

reality through junction 



Just focus and get in the mindset of entering a hyperbolic time chamber state from within as 

it’s an external hold of you in react of yourself with depth perception as smoke fog fills the 

air with vapor as it feels good although weighted as this isn’t hypnosis this is transmutation 

4 which I trigger to your reality window as per reading this here right now 3 of 8 of 4 of 6 of 

3 

Hyperbolic Time Chamber 

With Hyperbolic Time State  

Buffers Junction in7 of 3 with buffers domain6 of 3 read7 of 6 of 5 of 12 of 1 of 0 of 3 

Now you entered a Hyperbolic Time State which is s suspended period with animation3 as 

your close vicinal becomes reflexive as the Hyperbolic Time Chamber for a span of a day 

although from within you get to experience a years time in duration in growth and 

progression 

As all it takes is a little math  

Look on to Energy3 guide 7 of 3 7 of 3 to begin with Energy3clip2clip math to start and 

finish  

You’ll make new discoveries from within and grow a span of a year in an entire day from 

within  

As the same can be said and applied with everything although with theory and having the 

right set of notes in  

 

 

 

 

 

Once completed training with the Hyperbolic Time State momentarily fir a brief 24 hour 

period of time with suspended animation your pl will grow either to 5 to above 50 with your 

first lab+lair to do junction math and the room of Spirit and Time lab  



You’ll unlock core philosophies with physiologies ascribed that’ll unlock 2e and with 2E 

junction in can unlock even further pl if tried doing hyperbolic time lair lab math and apply 

its junction towards my other written work grimiores volumes  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Ki Blasts to nimbus cloud 12 4 1 air7 see it’s out of limits with rsnge 7 

Ki Blasts are real although hard to do as it requires several different sets of physics to know 

how to do 7 

from chi to Ki 

Chi is the flow of natural energy through the body joints ankles as tethered 

Ki is Chi ascertained extracted mastered as a lifeforce movement energy 7  

To obtain chi is the outflow of arts pouring in  

Meaning to get chi is to be one in rhythmic movement of the sun and the heavens with an 

agile frivolity 

Ki is energy out of body ad temporal ad hoc psiokinetic in sync of higher air  

To do a Ki Blast requires 7 for air pressure wind air heat sound pH junction 7 with 

psiokinetic 5 

To do a Kamehameha 

To come up with your own type of move  

Dragonballs with Dragon Aeon with Dragon Radar 8clip 

Senzu Bean 

Infinite stock math 7 8in 

with infinite stock growth math 

with instacure 8 4 medicine 7 clip 4 medicine with we3 holoclip 4 12 

Senzu Plant  

Plant+holoclip 467clip6 

Kamis Lookout 



Antigravity propellants clip in6 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Capsule Corp Tech 6 4 7v4 12 

New material translucence  

It’s photon 

with Capsule Corp tech math in7 

capsule box 

capsule translucence  

capsule tri translucence 

capsule tri 

capsule holo 

capsule RCA 7 

capsule transmute  

capsule fractal 

capsule time  

capsule meth 

capsule zirogems  

capsule m-fiber math  



capsule space  

and with meta 5 with metaspace 5in3 

 

ecodome planetariums  

ecodome labratories  

ecodome junction facilities with ecodome junction factories with clip 7 

 

gravity room with weights on 

with sensors scanners3 6 clip 

scan 6 clip note 7 clip  

 

 

To make or be an Android as a race using a human as a base Dragonball junction math in7 

of 3 7 of 3 omni of 3 2 of 3 1 of 3 

Get willful human of 8 of 3 of 8 of 3 of 8 of 3  

That’s it for Dragonball android clip  

To add special  

Add parts junction to the limit  

Add eye red for cellular retina scalar with graphics interface omni live AR of 3 math 

To add hidden strength just hit the weights math and concentrate on Remote Control parts 

to develop Ad Hoc 2 math for hidden strength math  

That’s it  

To use circuitry and parts 6in of 3 7 of 6 of 4 of 1 of 8 of 3 of 12 of 8 of 3 of 12 of 3 of 8 of 3 

thanks to vitamins in 



Add 6 of 8 of 3 of 8 of 6 of 12 of 4 of 8 of 3  

Added up just add 12 4 1 or it could be any 8 of 12 of 6 of 8 of 6 of 3 

Or to use the coefficient method with quick measured 6 of 12 of 8 of 3 of 8 clip of 1 of 3 

Add circuitry 6in+circuitry 3 clip+scanner rotate+machine gum drunk formulaic to stand1 of 

6 of 3 with stares 6 clip of 8 of less then 3 8 of 8 of 3 clip of junction 2 of 12 of 6 of 8 of 5 of 

-4 of 12 of 3 of 8 of 4 of 12 of 1 of clip of 3 of air of 3 with air  

Gasoline 7 motor liquid a junction squared potion filled with emotion 3 of 8 of 12 of air of 3 

with air 4 of 12 of 3 of air with air with 2air12 of 6 of 5 of 12 of 1 of 3  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Z Junction Clip 

Chapter 2 Saiyan Saga 

Requires lantern for air lab with math 

 

we3 saiyan saga  



most humans 2 power level at least  

farmer at least 4 pl  

farmer with a shotgun at least 5 pl 

some basic principles power grid scale   

with bartoli air junction +lab4 7 of 3lab air 7 lab of 3 7 of 3 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

saiyan sailor lab 7 with 

a lantern for air 7 7 of 3 7 of 3 4 of 3 lab aur of 7 lab of 3 with care 

with a rotary switch and with lab 7 

 

afterimage and with 8 

move step real fast as a sprint 8 

energy block >bullet deflect  

you can’t this logic doesn’t pertain with all likelihood air with junction limitation 5 

psychic 35 pl required  

focus and breathe with a pl of 3 that is connected to 2e can present itself psychic with feint 

traces of psychic air for influence and energy 8 of 3 8 of 8 of 3 8 of 4 of 8 of 3  

at least 2e held 

ki  

to be ascertained with mastered through fundamentals of air 6 7 with air 3 for speed 7 8 clip 

through honing in air  

kamehameha 

junction holoclip live 7 7 

ki blast  

pressure wind air heat sound pH 

at least 50 junction pl required 

anything capsule corp 

psy at least 50 junction pl required 



bullet dodge  

with afterimage for air with lab note final in7  

solar flare 95 pl 

requires a lot of energy with math 8 

nimbus cloud 8 

 a gift from heaven with a 0 pl as 1 as chosen 

flight 400 pl with at least vitamins 

can’t be used with this dataset that if ever 5  

larger systems power suppression math clip in7 

saiyan tech which includes armor math 

saiyan armor  

a gift for the saiyans knowing how to do junction clip 

special beam cannon 

a charged up remote clip 7 although that means with permission with god to do things with 

remote clip 7 17 

bomber influence 

starter 12 as in 12th Dimensional mechanics which surpass we5 4 with 1 clip 5 7 

Kaioken  

please review dataset with energy clip 3 7 of 8 of 3 

x2 as this is the buffers junction limit 3 1  

with higher counters on+8 3 

x3  

with higher counters on+3 of 8  



x8 

with higher counters 3 6 

x20 

with highest counters 4 6 

x40 

with highest amount of counters 6 clip 

genkidama 

spirit+8+3 you’ll junction figure it 

how to create a real live saibamen 0437 

That’s it 07 of 3 07 of 2 of mass of 1 of 8 of 3  

Saibamen 0493 is key to developing live saibamen which is rare 7 lab  

 

Ftl saiyan airships  

Saiyan pod construct+Saiyan flight 3 7 of 3+8 of 3 of 8 of 3+6 of 3 +2e ftl 

metareferential+lab air math 7 

Rotary switch plug in 

RCA 7 

Saiyan Scouter  

Saiyan junction does it matter 7 4 1 12 1 6 1 7 1 8 1 10 1 3in 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Junction Frieza Saga 

Freiza Saga moves  

Bigger set of Dragonballs  

Hidden Potential Unlock 

Planetary Spirit Bomb 8 

And with Super Saiyan l 

Full Strength 100% surpass current pl 

With Armor  

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Chapter 4 Android Saga 

Teleportation lab and with further 3 7 of 3 7 of 3 7 of 3 with air 

1113 with lair 8 applied math  

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

Android further in lab with 743 of 4 of 1 of 3 of 2 of 0 of 3 of junction in7 of 2 of 3  

Android with infinite energy starter kit 7 of 1 of 3 thanks to vitamins 

Android with infinite strength starter with mass clip 7 4 1  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Chapter 5 Cell Saga 

How to create a real live cell 

Start with a larva could be it could be anyone 

That’s it 

You just complete junction lab kit snd just beat WW3 

Just joking  

Warp Kamehameha and with lab 7 of 3 lab and with care 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Chapter 6 Buu Saga 

Magic 

Control Magic 

Larva  

Cocoon math and with lair  

VR AR holoportal realm transmission transmitter transmutation  

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Chapter 7 Dragon Ball Super HD 7 

HD Super 7 clip 7 8 7 12 clip 7 clip 7 clip 7 clip 7 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Chapter 8 Grand Tour 



Super 16 mixtapes with Super 17 eric+8 12 volume 4 

Giru  

giru clip math 

How to defeat Syn Shenron 

You can’t you’re stuck at 8 pl with 1  

How to defeat Omega Shenron  

You can’t you’re stuck at 8 pl with 12 7 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  



 

 

 

 

The end thanks for the junction remote and note clip 7 with RCA 7 remote clip  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 


